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Easy Guide to the Best
Features
"The computer can do more
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than show us pretty pictures.
[It] canoptimize, backtest,
prove or disprove old
theories, eliminate thebad
ones and make the good ones
better. Cybernetic
TradingStrategies explores
new ways to use the
computer and finds ways
tomake a valuable machine
even more valuable." --from
the Foreword byJohn J.
Murphy. Until recently, the
computer has been used
almost exclusively as
acharting and data-gathering
tool. But as traders and
analysts havequickly

discovered, its capabilities are
far more vast. Now, inthis
groundbreaking new book,
Murray Ruggiero, a leading
authorityon cybernetic
trading systems, unlocks their
incredible potentialand
provides an in-depth look at
the growing impact of
advancedtechnologies on
intermarket analysis. A
unique resource,
CyberneticTrading Strategies
provides specific instructions
and applicationson how to
develop tradable market
timing systems using
neuralnetworks, fuzzy logic,

genetic algorithms, chaos
theory, andmachine
induction methods. Currently
utilized by some of the most
powerful financialinstitutions
in the world--including John
Deere and
FidelityInvestments--today's
advanced technologies go
beyond
subjectiveinterpretations of
market indicators to enhance
traditionalanalysis. As a
result, existing trading
systems gain a
competitiveedge. Ruggiero
reveals how "incorporating
elements of statisticalanalysis,
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spectral analysis, neural
networks, genetic
algorithms,fuzzy logic, and
other high-tech concepts into
a traditionaltechnical trading
system can greatly improve
the performance ofstandard
trading systems." For
example: spectral analysis
can beused to detect when a
market is trending earlier
than classicalindicators such
as ADX. Drawing on his
extensive research on market
analysis, Ruggieroprovides
an incisive overview of cyber-
systems--systems that,
whenapplied correctly, can

increase trading returns by as
much as 200%to 300%. The
author covers a wide range of
important topics,examining
classical technical analysis
methodologies and
seasonaltrading, as well as
statistically based market
prediction and
themechanization of
subjective methods such as
candlestick charts andthe
Elliott Wave. Precise
explanations and dozens of
real-worldexamples show you
how to: * Incorporate
advanced technologies into
classical technicalanalysis

methodologies. * Identify
which of these technologies
have the most
marketapplicability. * Build
trading systems to maximize
reliability and
profitabilitybased on your
own risk/reward criteria.
Most importantly,
Cybernetic Trading
Strategies takes you step
bystep through system testing
and evaluation, a crucial step
forcontrolling risk and
managing money. With up-to-
date information from one of
the field's leadingauthorities,
Cybernetic Trading
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Strategies is the definitive
guideto developing,
implementing, and testing
today's cutting-edgecomputer
trading technologies.
Popular Photography
John Wiley & Sons
Shrinking pixel
sizes along with
improvements in
image sensors,
optics, and
electronics have
elevated DSCs to
levels of
performance that
match, and have the
potential to

surpass, that of
silver-halide film
cameras. Image
Sensors and Signal
Processing for
Digital Still
Cameras captures
the current state
of DSC image
acquisition and
signal processing
technology and
takes an all-
inclusive look at
the field, from the
history of DSCs to
future
possibilities. The

first chapter
outlines the
evolution of DSCs,
their basic
structure, and
their major
application
classes. The next
few chapters
discuss high-
quality optics that
meet the
requirements of
better image
sensors, the basic
functions and
performance
parameters of image
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sensors, and
detailed
discussions of both
CCD and CMOS image
sensors. The book
then discusses how
color theory
affects the uses of
DSCs, presents
basic image
processing and
camera control
algorithms and
examples of
advanced image
processing
algorithms,
explores the

architecture and
required
performance of
signal processing
engines, and
explains how to
evaluate image
quality for each
component
described. The book
closes with a look
at future
technologies and
the challenges that
must be overcome to
realize them. With
contributions from
many active DSC

experts, Image
Sensors and Image
Processing for
Digital Still
Cameras offers
unparalleled real-
world coverage and
opens wide the door
for future
innovation.

Networks of Power
Peachpit Press
Awarded the Dexter Prize
by the Society for the
History of Technology,
this book offers a
comparative history of the
evolution of modern
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electric power systems. It
described large-scale
technological change and
demonstrates that
technology cannot be
understood unless placed
in a cultural context.
Electrification in Western
Society, 1880-1930 HC Pro,
Inc.
Provides lists of selling prices
of items found on eBay in
such categories as antiques,
boats, books, cameras, coins,
collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real
estate, stamps, tickets, and
video games.
A Source Book for

Russian History from
Early Times to 1917:
Peter the Great to
Nicholas I Little, Brown
The authoritative account
of the rise of Amazon and
its intensely driven
founder, Jeff Bezos,
praised by the Seattle
Times as "the definitive
account of how a tech
icon came to life."
Amazon.com started off
delivering books through
the mail. But its visionary
founder, Jeff Bezos,
wasn't content with being
a bookseller. He wanted
Amazon to become the

everything store, offering
limitless selection and
seductive convenience at
disruptively low prices.
To do so, he developed a
corporate culture of
relentless ambition and
secrecy that's never been
cracked. Until now. Brad
Stone enjoyed
unprecedented access to
current and former
Amazon employees and
Bezos family members,
giving readers the first in-
depth, fly-on-the-wall
account of life at Amazon.
Compared to tech's other
elite innovators -- Jobs,
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Gates, Zuckerberg --
Bezos is a private man.
But he stands out for his
restless pursuit of new
markets, leading Amazon
into risky new ventures
like the Kindle and cloud
computing, and
transforming retail in the
same way Henry Ford
revolutionized
manufacturing. The
Everything Store is the
revealing, definitive
biography of the company
that placed one of the
first and largest bets on
the Internet and forever
changed the way we shop

and read.

Popular Photography
John Wiley & Sons
Now that you’ve
bought the amazing
Canon EOS M, you
need a book that goes
beyond a tour of the
camera’s features to
show you exactly how
to use the EOS M to
take great pictures.
With Canon EOS M:
From Snapshots to
Great Shots, you get
the perfect blend of
photography instruction
and camera reference

that will take your
images to the next
level! Beautifully
illustrated with large,
vibrant photos, this
book teaches you how
to take control of your
photography to get the
image you want every
time you pick up the
camera. Follow along
with your friendly and
knowledgeable guide,
photographer and
author Jeff Carlson, and
you will: Learn the top
ten things you need to
know about shooting
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with the EOS M Use the
EOS M’s automatic
modes to get better
shots right away Move
on to the Creative zone,
where you have full
control over the look
and feel of your images
Master the photographic
basics of composition,
focus, depth of field,
and much more Learn
all the best tricks and
techniques for getting
great landscapes,
portraits, and action
shots Find out how to
get great shots in low

light Fully grasp all the
concepts and
techniques as you go,
with assignments at the
end of every chapter
With Canon EOS M:
From Snapshots to
Great Shots, you’ll
learn not only what
makes a great shot
work–you’ll learn how
to get that shot using
your EOS M. And once
you’ve captured the
shot, show it off! Join
the book’s Flickr group,
share your photos, and
discuss how you use

your EOS M to get great
shots at flickr.com/grou
ps/eosmfromsnapshotst
ogreatshots.
Popular Photography
First Rank Publishing
Canon Powershot Elph
350 Hs: An Easy Guide
to the Best FeaturesFirst
Rank Publishing

Popular Photography
Que Pub
Although many books
outline approaches for
successful ERP
implementations, the
data shows that most
ERP efforts yield
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minimal return on
investment (ROI), with
most projects failing.
Directing the ERP
Implementation: A Best
Practice Guide to
Avoiding Program
Failure Traps While
Tuning System
Performance supplies
best practices along
with a proven ro
Plate to Pixel CRC
Press
In February of 2015,
one of the major digital
firms; Canon U.S.A.
Inc. announces the

release of yet another of
its compact and
lightweight digital
cameras. The new
camera, the PowerShot
EPH 350 HS, which
became available to
public in April of that
year has received
tremendous reviews on
its quality and enhanced
features. Among the
more popular features
of the new PowerShot
ELPH 350 HS is the
20.2-megapixel High-
Sensitivity CMOS
sensor, built-in NFC and

Wi-Fi capabilities, the
DIGIC 4+ Image
Processor, the new
CANON HS System,
12x Optical Zoom along
with the new Intelligent
IS that results in the
creation of blur free and
crisp still shots. Users
will also be able to
enjoy features such as
Auto Zoom, ISO
Sensitivity ranging from
80 to 1600 as well as
Built-in Flash and Face
Detection capabilities.
The new Canon
PowerShot ELPH also
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boasts a three (3) inch
wide-viewing Color LCD
monitor. The monitor is
equipped with pixels of
approximately 4.6k dots
and enables coverage of
approximately 100
percent.
A Best Practice Guide to
Avoiding Program Failure
Traps While Tuning
System Performance
JHU Press
The book deals with the
fundamentals, theoretical
bases, and design
methodologies of
conventional internal
combustion engine (ICE)

vehicles, electric vehicles
(EVs), hybrid electric
vehicles (HEVs), and fuel
cell vehicles (FCVs). The
design methodology is
described in mathematical
terms, step-by-step, and
the topics are approached
from the overall drive
train system, not just
individual components.
Furthermore, in
explaining the design
methodology of each
drive train, design
examples are presented
with simulation results.
Design News CRC Press
In this book, popular Fuji

Rumors "X-Pert Corner"
columnist Rico Pfirstinger
teaches about the little-
known capabilities of the
X100V, which he's
discovered through
months of in-depth
research and
experimentation with the
camera. After a brief
overview of the camera's
basic functions, Rico
focuses on the
photographic capabilities
of the X100V, as he cuts
to the chase and provides
a plethora of tips and
practical instructions not
found in the user's
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manual. With this
knowledge, you will be
able to take full advantage
of the photographic
capabilities of the X100V.
The Fujifilm X-series
cameras have amazing
features, but some users
may require an
adjustment period if they
are new to these
cameras--even
photographers who have
been lifetime DSLR
shooters. This guide will
help you to quickly feel
comfortable using your
camera so that you can
achieve excellent results.

Topics covered include:
-Menu shortcuts -Long
exposures -Firmware
upgrades -Hybrid
autofocus system -Auto
and manual focusing
-Face detection -Dynamic
Range expansion -Film
simulations -Custom
settings -RAW conversion
-Panoramas -Self-timer
-Flash -Conversion lenses
-And much more...
Popular Photography
CD-ROM contains:
Examples from text --
Third party tools.
TechTV's Digital Camera
and Imaging Guide

Jeff Bezos and the Age of
Amazon

The EBay Price Guide

Popular Photography

What Sells for what (in
Every Category!)

From Snapshots to
Great Shots

PC Magazine

Popular Photography
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